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1. Project Introduction
GYE (契), a traditional Korean micro-finance, occupied a large portion of the private economy and culture,
with a record that "900,000 people formed a GYE during the Chosun Dynasty." GYE (契) is a means of
realizing a capitalist community that allows members of the community to collect and stockpile surplus
assets to respond to emergency situations of members. GYEDOM Art Foundation was reborn as 'GYEDOM',
the basis of the blockchain platform..
The GYEDOM Platform is a project designed to expand Korean culture (K-Culture) to the world to become
a global standard that can reduce the polarization of serious capital and solve the difficulties of asset flow
due to mutual cooperation within the participation block.
Since the GYE is based on individual funds in nature, DeFi (Decentralized Finance) is a well-applied model,
so the GYEDOM Art Foundation created the DeFi platform. In addition, a 60-year-old Korean Art
Association signed an exclusive source agreement for NFTs. For this reason, by securing a large number
of NFT sources, a platform is also being developed that allows high-art works to be divided into small
units and traded in the form of NFT(Non Fungible Token).
Furthermore, the GYEDOM Art Foundation will participate in the GYEDOM Metaverse platform with
various games and the resulting community due to the power of K-Entertainment, repeating the creation
and circulation of digital assets infinitely, thereby leaping into a shared protocol.
In other words, it is a project consisting of a team with the best capabilities to establish crypto economy,
culture, and entertainment in a virtual world centered on K-Culture, and the foundation is currently based
in South Korea, the United States, and Hong Kong.
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2. Abstract
GYEDOM has a subsidiary of Hong Kong-based multinational developer MetaEternal. The company has been
developing technologies such as blockchain and fintech since 2016, and has a number of patents of registered
international standards.
And the foundation plans to promote standardization of NFT issuance and sales of Korean artists and metaverse
exhibitions through collaboration with the Korea Art Association and the NFT platform ARTII. The foundation is
working on business agreements with key NFT-related organizations such as the Korea Art Copyright
Association, and is in charge of the IAA(The International Association of Art) competition, and also collaborates
with 20 domestic and foreign related companies, including ARTII.

Image) GYEDOM – Signing a Business Agreement with the Korean Art Agreement
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As such, GYEDOM is a platform that connects humans and humans, and is an NFT-based art and culture
sharing platform that records and trades culture, art works, and moments. In addition, it is a protocol that
operates DeFi (deposit, investment, insurance), community participation and transactions in a blockchain
manner.
In other words, the GYEDOM project is a digital asset project that provides various ecosystems to
metaverse by digital assetizing K-Culture-based common people's finance and K-Art with blockchainbased GYEBLOCK.
Here, participants can easily, quickly and fairly participate in the platform and acquire assets that match
fair market value. With the experience of Hallyu globalization through planning, promotion, and
performance of various Hallyu cultures and the technology accumulated in blockchain projects, you will
experience an integrated protocol covering DeFi, NFT, and Game in the metaverse environment.
Through GYEDOM, participants will be provided with innovative digital assets and portfolio-based
protocols to the spot of traditional markets, and infinite liquidity will also be provided on Metabuses such
as Defi and NFT in the future, connected to various ecosystems.
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3. GYEDOM Architecture
The GYEDOM platform aims for a digital twin platform in the virtual world by equating the real world's financial,
art and culture ecosystem in Metabus.
GYEDOM is a necessary underlying asset that generates the liquidity of digital assets. The platform is a
decentralized protocol for the liquidity and management of these digital assets, and the ticker is GYE. Based on
this coin, it is intended to provide liquidity by providing possession and transactions of virtual assets through
decentralized finance (DeFi) and NFTs of artworks. Basically, the platform will be determined and maintained by
GYEDOM participants (GYEDOM DAO)-based equity participants.
Sophisticated protocols for staking, interest and inflation compensation were applied, the ratio of collateral for
asset safety was set at the optimal rate, and when GYEDOM was listed on the virtual asset exchange, participants
could take more interest compensation.
In addition, a liquidation mechanism was implemented in preparation for the case of the Black Swan event in
March 2020, and an appropriate liquidation process will also be presented. Under any circumstances, these
protections will be provided in open code for the community and participants to decide, and a secured block
will be formed to prepare for liquidation losses.
GYEDOM will be implemented as a metaverse platform in the future by applying GYEDOM gateway protocol
that is compatible with Ethereum and EVM and can be linked to various NFT platforms in order to effectively
solve the high fees and Oracle problems of Ethereum's DeFi applications.

Image) GYEDOM 3 Beads Model
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3-1. BEP-20
NFT, a non-fungible token used within the GYEDOM ecosystem, was issued as the BEP-20 protocol used
in the Binance smart chain. Existing BEP-2 and BEP-8 tokens are swapable with BEP-20 token, a new
standard introduced by the Binance Smart Chain. Unlike a replaceable currency, it has a non-fungible
feature, and its price changes according to its value.
Blockchain has been introduced to guarantee ownership through NFT in existing markets that have
numerous digital materials but do not have 'ownership' and has been developed by adding several unique
attributes to assets that change user and developer relationships by giving users ownership and
management rights.
The GYEDOM token guarantees the scarcity of NFTs used for supply and proves the originality, and it is
impossible to falsify data such as owner information and transaction history, thereby securing integrity.
Unlike general tokens where assets disappear or assets themselves disappear due to discontinuation,
GYEDOM tokens stored as NFT are compatible regardless of the platform issued, so they are not dependent
on one platform, and the value of assets is maintained and the formed market is maintained. Because
metadata and information of digital assets are distributed and stored on participating nodes through a
blockchain network, it is impossible to forge or tamper with, and all transaction details from the first issuer
to the current owner can be tracked.
The GYEDOM platform, built on the basis of BEP-20, achieves ~3 seconds of block time through the equity
proof agreement algorithm and Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA), and participants can steak for
verification. When they present a valid block, it proceeds in the form of an agreement that receives fees
in transactions, and a dual chain structure is used as a system that is independent of and complementary
to the existing binance chain. Users can freely transfer assets between each blockchain and build a
powerful decentralized platform while using fast trading capabilities. Through this interoperability, users
can experience a wide range of ecosystems with numerous use examples.
Since the GYEDOM platform is implemented in NFT blockchain-based networks, it is developed to create
digital assets that can have uniqueness without a central server and have non-exchangeable sparsity. By
operating on a blockchain network, various service connections using the network are possible. Through
services on the same blockchain network, it can be connected to each other through a universal means of
exchange of cryptocurrency, and the goal is to increase scalability through this.
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GYEDOM's BEP-20 protocol has been developed in a flexible format in conjunction with a series of different
tokens compatible with the BSC ecosystem and is designed to meet the needs of distributed applications
without congesting the original chain optimized for high-speed transactions.
GYEDOM NFT can clarify ownership through its irreplaceable characteristics, and it is produced to enable
economic activities similar to the real world through cryptocurrency transactions. NFT will play a pivotal role in
realizing a blockchain-based economy, operate a cryptocurrency-based economic system, and secure hundreds
of users.

3-2. GYEDOM DeFi

Image) Blockchain Decentralized Financial DeFi Stack

GYEDOM Virtual Asset Sharing System
The original purpose of "GYE," which is also called "micro finance," a traditional mutual aid community in Korea,
is to create certain protocols (protocols) for the purpose of mutual assistance, friendship, integration, and joint
interests of participants and operate accordingly. GYEDOM implemented the GYE on the blockchain to maintain
this characteristic of the GYE but to solve the problems that arise within it. Due to the nature of the GYE,
when the participant's credit is broken, the risk of assets occurs at the same time. This can be said to be a
problem that the risks between participants cannot be completely controlled because the mutual risks rely
solely on the credit of the participants. In order to overcome this, the foundation overcame the participants'
credit problems by protocoling them into blockchain.
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To this end, the GYEDOM protocol constructed a digital asset platform that solved the problem of trust
in the block by blocking the microfinancial handover meeting into 'deposit sharing block', 'secured sharing
block', 'compensation sharing block', 'living sharing block', and 'NFT market block'.
In other words, it is a method in which participants create autonomously blocked rooms and nominate
and drive virtual assets to participate (pay) in a sequential manner according to the protocol of coded
order and conditions. The detailed explanation is as follows.

In order to reduce the risk of the GYE, virtual assets are participated (paid) crosswise by insurance
(staking), and credit status is measured through AI (artificial intelligence), and participants are differentially
divided to adjust the size of the assets of the room.
This can be said to be a new concept of revenue structure for virtual assets applying a protocol-based
credit system for financial transactions such as existing community deposits, investments, deposits, and
insurance.
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• Deposit Block

When GYEDOM, a virtual asset, is deposited in the form of a deposit in the Asset BANK, it is a staking block
in which assets are increased by GYEDOM's yield farming protocol.

Asset Bank
Deposited digital assets are free (my digital asset)/always available for deposit and withdrawal and are sent
to the encrypted wallet of the member within 24 (or 48 hours) hours of confirmation at the time of the
contract. Installment savings / There is a term of six months, one year, two years, three years, and five years.
Interest on installment savings is 6 months (0.08%), 1 year (0.09%), 2 year (0.10%), 3 year (0.12%), and 5
year (0.14%). Interest increases every day, but interest rates may change depending on the company's
circumstances. When requesting withdrawal after the expiration of the installment savings period, it is sent
to the member's encrypted wallet within 24 (or 48 hours) hours after confirming the identity of the
contracting party.
In addition, when GYEDOM is listed on the exchange as a user attraction cost, it is designed to obtain more
interest compensation from the reward pool that provides bonuses to deposit block participants. It also
provides compatibility with GYEDOM and ERC EVM, providing compatibility with pools such as Uniswap,
providing rich liquidity protocols.

Image) Swap image
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[Picture: Swap formula]
The formula x * y = k determines the price of all exchange tokens, and the resulting curve represents all possible
exchange rate values because x multiplied by y must always be equal to the same value (k). The red dot on the
curve represents the exchange rate.

• Collateral Block

A member who wants to create a GYE relay creates an room GYE of by securing digital assets entrusted by
the policy. According to the policy, a member of the GYE deposits digital assets in the Asset Bank-Asset
Bank, generates blocks as collateral, becomes a leader of GYE, and recruits members to create a GYE. It
operates autonomously, is a sequential (nomination) GYE, has high interest rates, and has high profits for a
leader of GYE. There may be a risk, so it is possible only when the leader of GYE trusts the member. There
can be risks and block assets are limited to a certain amount. At this time, if the members use asset
insurance-Asset Insurance, the foundation compensates for risks.
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A leader of GYE (block leader) allows participants (the members) to create virtual assets sequentially in the
deposit sharing block so that they can participate autonomously in the 'secured sharing block'. This is a
protocol that operates by autonomously nominating, with high farming (interest rate) and high farming
profits for leaders of GYE (block leaders). If you borrow coins with GYEDOM as collateral and participate in
the block, it can increase by up to 37%.
GYEDOM is autonomously operated by the leader of GYE and its members on the GYEDOM platform,
circulating into staking and blocks, and participants create blocks themselves (landing methods) within the
platform, increasing their confidence exponentially. It is a system in which participants earn profits by
continuously generating block using virtual assets entrusted on the platform as collateral.

• Credit Block

After a member who intends to create a GYE has certain qualifications by policy, he/she creates a room of
GYE with credit. A member who completed a GYE at least once in a collateral sharing block or a member
who worked in a community-community for a certain period of time becomes a leader of GYE without
collateral, and the block is created and operated autonomously with credit between members, which
guarantees trust between the leader of GYE or members.
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There can be risks and block assets are limited to a certain amount. At this time, if each the leader of GYE
and members uses asset insurance-Asset Insurance, the foundation compensates for risks.
Participants who have executed more than one GYE in the "secured sharing block" or participants who have
participated in the GYEDOM pool-in life sharing block for a certain period can participate as leaders without
collateral, and can create blocks and operate autonomously only with credit between participants.
However, risks may occur and block assets may be limited to a certain amount. Farming's interest rate is
relatively low, and if participants participate in the "compensation sharing block," the foundation rewards
them.

• Compeansation Block

The service on the GYEDOM platform is free. However, the participants of the block will receive 1% of the
GYEDOM (0.5% to 5% depending on the policy), and the block leader (the leader of GYE, recommender) will
receive compensation such as block operation costs and opportunity costs. The foundation's GYEDOM
platform fee is to make leaders compensate for it by Assetback programming instead.

• Life Block

It is a community block that participates and shares various information and interests, and it is a block
that executes cooperation and interests.
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• Preparatory platform for GYEDOM
GYEDOM is a P2P and B2C digital asset management system developed based on blockchain and fintech
technology in 'GYEDOM Art Foundation'.
For the first time in the world, it is a platform that implements the essential sharing concept of GYE with a
blockchain algorithm, and operates the microfinance GYE in which a large number of people participate with a
small virtual asset as a smart contract. Currently, it is operated with points, and it will be swapped with GYEDOM
Coins later.
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3-3. GYEDOM NFT
NFT stands for Non-Fungible Token, which means an irreplaceable token. It is used in various ways, and among
them, digital art, that is, art, is used to tokenize on the blockchain, and ownership or transaction records are
recorded on the blockchain. GYEDOM NFT is an art platform for the art industry that allows users to mint
paintings, etc. with NFT, auction, and trade. Anyone can easily issue specialized NFTs for artworks with the
GYEDOM protocol.
Uploading an art image or video-based file released by GYEDOM is immediately issued as a GYEDOM-based
protocol (gabox block) or a compatible protocol, and the completed NFT can be displayed on the main page of
the main platform and sold or beaded.
It integrates the NFT collection and participant management of works of art, and provides service relay platform
services for the digital sector of the art industry. Based on extensive knowledge and experience in NFT art, the
GYEDOM project will support the digital world of famous and emerging artists who want to start NFT.
In addition, the GYEDOM NFT protocol is designed as a multi-protocol that can be linked in various NFT
marketplaces, and is a multi-transmission protocol that can send two or more assets to multiple people using a
single transaction.
In this way, anyone can easily produce NFTs on the GYEDOM platform and sell NFTs to the global market, and
based on the GYEDOM protocol, artists and writers can become true global NFT creators in the metaverse world.

Image) GYEDOM NFT process concept
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• NFT SOURCE
The GYEDOM Art Foundation has signed an exclusive source agreement for the NFT with the Korean
Art Association, which has a large number of recorded images as writers as well as veteran star artists.
Therefore, it is possible to continue to create unique virtual assets by securing a number of proven
NFT sources without forgery or imitation.

• MINT
The GYEDOM Art Foundation supports the conversion of the original file to NFT in order to trade the
original file of NFT source works commissioned by the Korean Art Association on various NFT
platforms. Currently, there are about 40,000 artists from the Korean Art Association, so 400,000
works will be submitted for 10 works, but more than 2,500 works are currently submitted on the
*CAVE platform and the goal is to submit and sell 40,000 works.
- CAVE Platform: http://www.cave.market/
It is an art sharing platform for artists of the Korean Art Association who applied the existing gathering.
Artists (users) directly participate in sharing and trading their art shares in real time, and generate
profits through exhibitions and digital printing sales.
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• MANAGE
The GYEDOM Art Foundation manages the exhibition status and sales status of works traded on various
NFT platforms, and provides dashboards to help Korean Art Association artists see works intuitively.

• TRADE
The GYEDOM Art Foundation plans to mint the original files of NFT source works commissioned by the
Korea Art Association and apply the GYEDOM gateway protocol, which can be linked to various NFT
platforms, to support planning, exhibition and sales on various platforms.
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3-4. GYEDOM METAVERSE
Currently, it plans to migrate the GYEDOM protocol platform based on WEB 2.0 to a virtual reality-based
metaverse platform in the future.
GYEDOM Metabus plans to provide the currently provided GYEDOM blockchain service so that the
economy, culture, art, and community can be serviced like the real world through avatar, which is given
individual identity in a virtual space.
When GYEDOM's ecosystems such as microfinance and NFT are formed and activated by strengthening
communities that apply traditional Korean "GYE" gatherings, the GYEDOM metaverse platform will leap
beyond Korea and become the center of DeFi and NFT.
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4. GYEDOM Eco System
The GYEDOM protocol is aimed at a platform where all life cycles take place, including a trust protocolbased blockchain economy, society, culture, art, and community, in a metaverse environment where
everyone is ultimately a virtual world.
In addition, six GYEDOM chain-based ecosystems operate on a basis coded by a highly mathematical
model. By participating in the GYEDOM block, meta-block, defy block, NFT block, and community block
will operate in a virtuous cycle structure.
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5. GYEDOM Roadmap
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6. Token Information
Token Issuance Plan

Token Distribution
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7. TEAM
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8. ADVISOR
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9. Law Examination
Disclaimer

Legal Notice
(1) This Whitepaper (“Whitepaper”) may be amended and changed only for the purpose of general
information related to the platform and application (“Platform”) according to the current concept described
in the Whitepaper.
It should be noted that this Whitepaper is a work in progress, and the information contained in the
Whitepaper is only up to date on the date specified on the cover of the Whitepaper. The Foundation
reserves the right to change, modify, add or delete part of this Whitepaper or website at any time for any
reason without notice.
(2) No one is obligated to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and
purchase of platform GYEDOM Coin (collectively “Coin”), and any payment based on this Whitepaper will
not be received either.
(3) This Whitepaper does not constitute an opinion on advice on the sale of coins or a recommendation to
purchase coins for coins provided by the issuer/distributor/vendor, and the fact that the whitepaper or
part of this whitepaper has been published does not It does not constitute the basis of any contract or
investment decision and should not be the basis for any such contract or investment decision.
(4) No part of the Coins may enable the Buyer to participate in, or receive any profit, income or other
payment or revenue arising from, the Platform, Coins or Products, or any such profit, income or other
payment or It should not be construed, understood, classified or treated as enabling or granting any
opportunity to receive any distribution of revenue. In particular, when purchasing coins, you should be
aware that you have to take financial risks for an indefinite period.
(5) This Whitepaper is not a plan for issuance of securities and is not a proposal of any kind, and nothing
in this Whitepaper is intended to induce investment or recommend the issuance or purchase of securities,
nor is it intended to offer securities. The Foundation shall not be held responsible for any form of damage
caused by reading this Whitepaper, making a decision or using it to the maximum extent permitted by the
relevant law.
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(6) The GYEDOM cannot be provided, distributed, resold, or transferred to citizens, natural persons, or
legal entities (hereinafter “restricted participation”) in areas where digital token trading is prohibited or
restricted by laws or regulations. Any non-compliance with the purchase of GYEDOM by a person restricted
by applicable local laws or policies, or purchase through an illegal, unauthorized, fraudulent route, may
result in the transaction being prohibited and restricted at any time after this Agreement becomes
effective. and GYEDOM purchases may be canceled or invalidated. All responsibility for this lies with the
purchaser.
(7) The GYEDOM Art Foundation does not allow participation of restricted persons, and if the information
provided by the buyer is insufficient, inaccurate, or misleading, or if the buyer is deemed to be a restricted
person, reject or cancel the purchase request for GYEDOM at any time. reserves the right to
(8) The purchaser of GYEDOM acknowledges that the content of this Whitepaper has been provided based
on the assumption that it is legal under the jurisdictional laws of the relevant region, and confirms that he
has acknowledged this fact.
(9) It is the responsibility of the Buyer of GYEDOM to ascertain whether GYEDOM can be legally purchased
in the Buyer's area and whether GYEDOM can be resold to other Buyers in a specific area.
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